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Greenberg Advisors and Blank Rome Co-Host Webinar  

for Accounts Receivable Management Industry 

 

Rockville, MD – June 15, 2018 – Greenberg Advisors co-hosted a webinar with globally respected law 

firm, Blank Rome, titled “M&A and the Changing Landscape of Consumer Financial Services and 

Accounts Receivable Management – What You Need to Know!” 

 

Brian Greenberg, CEO of Greenberg Advisors, presented along with Alan Ziegler, a Partner at Blank Rome, 

while Scott Wortman, also a Partner at Blank Rome, moderated the June 7, 2018 panel of experts. 

 

The discussion was down-to-earth and lively, with a substantial amount of candid, experience-based 

feedback provided by Brian and Alan. Topics included the current wave of M&A activity, risk minimization 

strategies, perspectives of today’s investors and sellers, solutions to transactional issues, funding, and more.  

 

Brian commented, “It was a tremendous experience to share our industry knowledge alongside Alan and 

Scott, two highly-seasoned and well-respected attorneys in the ARM space.” 

 

View the webinar here.  

 

About Greenberg Advisors 

Greenberg Advisors, LLC provides trusted M&A and strategic advice within the financial services and 

business services sectors worldwide. The firm is best known for its expertise in Revenue Cycle Management 

(RCM), Healthcare IT (HCIT), Accounts Receivable Management (ARM), and Business Process 

Outsourcing (BPO). Focused on these sectors for nearly 25 years, the firm’s professionals offer a 

comprehensive, yet highly specialized perspective from which to advise clients, which has resulted in the 

completion of over 130 merger & acquisition (M&A), capital raising, valuation, and strategic advisory 

engagements. These client successes reflect its distinct client-first approach, objective point of view, deep 

sector expertise, and roll-up-the-sleeves work ethic. Greenberg Advisors celebrates its 10-year anniversary 

in 2019. Follow the firm on Twitter @GreenbergAdvsrs or visit www.greenberg-advisors.com. 
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